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TEASER
FADE IN
#

INT. MOOMBA- NIGHT
The nightclub of the moment. Gorgeous women in slinky dresses
and hip-hop boys. The air reeks of smoke, music, and sex.
MEDIUM on MONK, by himself, at the end of the bar, a Beefeater
martini in front of him. He is in his late twenties- tall,
medium build- muscles without the steroids. Dark hair cut
stylishly, wearing a navy Prada suit with a white shirt and iceblue tie.
MONK'S POV. on the bartender- a STONNING CHINESE WOMAN in a short
black cocktail dress, her blonde hair up, body to kill.
The Bartender approaches Monk. Instead of doing what any other
guy would have, which is stare at her ample cleavage, Monk locks
eyes with her and never wavers.
BARTENDER
Ready for another?
MONK
Sure thing.
She smiles at him and she goes to get the drink.
SCOTT
You Monk?
Monk turns to see a BALDING, MIDDLE AGED GUY in a bad suit right
behind him. The guy looks nervous.
That I am.

MONK
You must be Scott.

SCOTT
I need a drink. Bourbon, and
make it a double.

»

MONK
A man after my own heart.
Monk gets the bartender's attention. As she sees Scott standing
next to Monk, her expression changes from flirtatious to
malevolence.
Monk looks over and sees Scott is GONE.
CUT TO:
EXT. FDR DRIVE- NIGHT
The traffic is light. We see a sleek black Avanti cruising up the
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ribbon of highway that cuts up the East Side of Manhattan.
INT. AVANTI (MOVING)- CONTINUOUS
MONK'S POV- on a BLUE FORD SEDAN that he is discreetly following.
JAZZ is playing quietly on the radio.
A panel opens on Monk's dashboard, revealing a small COLOR
MONITOR. A MAN in his forties also dressed in a navy suit
appears.
BRUBECK
Give me a status report, Monk.
MONK
I'm following Scott. He's on
the FDR Drive.
BRUBECK
What happened at the club?
MONK
He bolted.
BRUBECK
What spooked him?
MONK
I think it was a who, not a what.
BRUBECK
I don't care, just don't lose him.
Scott is your responsibility.
Brubeck out.

/J»\

The screen goes BLACK and the panel slides back in place.
MONK
(muttering to himself)
Your responsibility.
MONK'S POV. on the Ford as it suddenly CAREENS from the left lane
across to the right. Traffic scatters to avoid it.
A car CUTS OFF Monk, who deftly AVOIDS it.
EXT.

FDR DRIVE- CONTINUOUS

The Ford SIDESWIPES a TAXI and FLIPS OVER three times before
coming to a stop on its side with the driver's side up.
Monk pulls the Avanti up ten yards behind the wrecked Ford. He
JUMPS OUT and RUNS to the Ford just as smoke starts billowing
from the engine.
MEDIUM on Monk as he climbs on top and opens the door. Scott is
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into increasingly deserted sections.
(CONTINUED)

CONTINUED)

He approaches one door that reads "Authorized Personnel Only" and
keys in a code to a security panel on the wall.
He then opens the door, enters, and it closes behind him, leaving
Monk in a PITCH BLACK ROOM.
MONK
Monk.
An elevator door suddenly opens before him. He gets in.
CUT TO:
INT. ELEVATOR- NIGHT
It looks like any old elevator except there are no buttons or
switches of any kind.
We see there is merely a small GLOWING INDENTATION in the
shimmering stainless steel wall.
Monk makes a fist and places his pinkie ring- a beautiful star
sapphire in a platinum base- in the indentation.
MUZAK begins to play and a hidden wall monitor flashes on.
We/Monk see numbers start counting down from one to minus ten.
We realize the Muzak song playing is "Secret Agent Man". Monk
discreetly taps his foot to the tune.
The elevator door opens and Monks walks out.
CUT TO:
INT. MONK'S HEADQUARTERS- NIGHT
It's a big room but we can't see it because the lights.are out.
The only visible thing is a Eames lounger in black leather with a
small George Nelson side table.
Monk crosses the room and sits down in the Eames chair. He puts
his feet up on the ottoman and, like a switch has been flicked,
the LIGHTS GO ON.
We see he's in a room the size of a football field. In one
corner is a high-tech work station/desk.
In another area, two Florence Knoll sofas with a Saarinen coffee
table are set up by a full wet bar.
MONK
J0&*.

This better be good.
was tied.

The game
(CONTINUED)

CONTINUED
Brubeck's voice emerges from seemingly nowhere and everywhere at
the same time.
BRUBECK
Turn on CNN.

JUS**..

MONK
CNN.
A wall of twenty synchronized HIGH DEFINITION TELEVISION MONITORS
FLASHES ON. With a CNN logo superimposed in the corner, We/Monk
watch video playback of an EXPLODING PROTON ROCKET.
MONK
And what are we watching?
BRUBECK
This morning, a Russian Proton
rocket carrying the service module
for the new. International Space
Station blew up forty-three seconds
into flight. A billion dollars in
hardware. Gone.
MONK
Ouch.
J0!>K

VOICE
Coltrane has called a meeting.
Do you know when you can come in?
MONK
Yeah.
Monk picks up a remote control and the monitors change to the
Knicks-Laker game.
*

" •

Shaguille O'Neal drives the floor and throws down a MONSTER JAM
to put the game into overtime. Monk winces.
MONK (cont'd)
Right after overtime.
END OF TEASER
SMASH CUT TO:
ROLL TITLE SEQUENCE-

"Secret Agent Man"

•

ACT ONE
INT. MONK'S HEADQUARTERS- NIGHT
Monk is smiling, watching the bank of monitors where the Knicks
are congratulating each other after their victory over the Bulls.
Monk flips off the TV screens and gets up from his lounger.
walks over to the far wall where the wet bar is located.

He

MONK
Car,
The entire wall, along with the wet bar and stools, instantly
RISES UP, revealing the glimmering Avanti roadster.
Monk always smiles when he sees the car- he loves his Avanti. He
gets in behind the wheel.
MONK
Street.
The wall comes DOWN.
CUT TO:
EXT.

OUTSIDE CITY HALL- NIGHT

Downtown New York. Deserted at night.
Monk parks the Avanti and gets out.

City Hall is floodlit.

He walks over to a subway entrance that looks long disused.
heavy iron gate is padlocked by a rusty chain.

A

MONK
Monk.
The entire gate slides open and Monk walks down the staircase.
CUT TO:
INT.

CITY HALL SUBWAY STATION- NIGHT

The elegant City Hall subway station, out of use since 1924 but
still an architectural wonder.
In the spooky silence, we only hear STEPS as Monk walks alone up
the entire length of the deserted platform till he reaches a

door.
MONK
•
J0^\

Monk.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED
The door LIFTS UP and Monk steps in.
CUT TO:
INT.

P.O.I.S.E. HEADQUARTERS- NIGHT

Monk is standing in the gleaming anteroom to P.O.I.S.E.
headquarters.
It looks like the waiting room of a very upscale doctor. One low
sofa, a surfboard coffee table, two Bahaus club chairs.
An attractive YOUNG WOMAN in a chocolate tunic is sitting behind
a desk. Monk walks up to her and smiles.
MONK
Roach. You're looking quite
lovely this evening.
ROACH
Save it, Monk. You're late. Again.
MONK
Then why don't you let me in?
ROACH
You know the rules.
She holds her hand out. Monk looks at her, then pulls a pack of
cigarettes out of his breast pocket and hands it to Roach.
MONK
Can't give a guy a break, can you?
She smiles at him.

Monk moves to the door on the, far-wall.

ROACH
The other one too.
He reaches into his other breast pocket and pulls out a loose
cigarette. Monk drops it in Roach's outstretched hand.
With her other hand, she reaches under the desk and presses an
unseen button. The door opens.
CUT TO:
INT. CONFERENCE ROOM- NIGHT
Dark wood paneling, maroon carpeting, a long rosewood conference
table.
/&**
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Monk walks in and see four fellow P.O.I.S.E AGENTS are waiting
for him. All are dressed in similar navy blue suits. They are***•

CONTINUED
CONTINUED
MINGUS- Late twenties, tall, blonde hair, pale complexion,
bookish demeanor. Handles weapons and tactics.
BAKER- Late twenties, medium build, dark skin, wavy black hair.
Deals with logistics and transportation.
FITZGERALD- Late twenties, athletic build, brownish red hair she
wears up. In charge of political and economic analysis.
BRUBECK- Older than the rest, probably about forty.
He is scowling at Monk.
BRUBECK
Why are we always waiting for you,
Monk?
Monk smiles at him.
MONK
Because I'm not very punctual?
MINGUS
He's out of uniform.
Monk sits down.
MONK
Some of us have a social life,
Mingus.
MINGUS
I have a social life.
BAKER
He means women.
MINGUS
I know what he means, Baker.
BRUBECK
You are out of uniform, Monk.
MONK
My suit got dirty in the explosion.
BRUBECK
What happened to the guy you
were tailing? An accident?

Supervisor.

MONK
Perhaps, but more likely it was
the bullet lodged in his brain.

/#*•*

(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED
BRUBECK
He was shot?
MONK
Low caliber, mercury tip. Long
range and very professional.
Seems like a lot of trouble for
an engineer from NASA.
A speakerphone APPEARS in the center of the conference table,
right in front of Monk. COLTRANE'S voice is deep and resonant,
with an accent that is hard to place.
COLTRANE (V.O.)
My sentiment exactly. I find
Scott's death very troubling.
Especially in light of what
happened to the Russian Proton.
BRUBECK
You think there's a connection, sir?

•

r

COLTRANE (V.O)
l think a connection's more likely
than a coincidence. The man you
were following, Monk, had inside
information on the new International
Space Station. Information he was
absolutely paranoid about bringing
to the normal authorities.
MONK
Apparently, he was paranoid enough.
FITZGERALD
Mr. Coltrane, do you believe that
the Russian missile explosion wasn't
an accident?
COLTRANE (V.O.)
Our man in Moscow is looking into
it, but my hunch is that it was not.
BAKER
But who would benefit?
MONK
Follow the money.

>

/|Wv
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COLTRANE (V.O.)
That's what Monk is going to find
out in Florida.

«*^

(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED
MONK
Florida?
COLTRANE (V.O.)
We've heard whispers from NASA
that something is amiss in the
space program. They have a
launch in three days and it must
go up without a hitch.
MONK
Isn't Gillespie down there?
COLTRANE (V.O.)
Using Gillespie would tip our hand.
MONK
Who's on my team?
COLTRANE (V.O)
Holliday will get you up to speed.
And of course, there's Parker.
MONK
Oh right. Of course.
(beat)
Who's Parker?

Parker,

PARKER (O.S.)
That'd be me.
Everyone in the conference room looks up and sees PARKER is
standing in the open doorway.
Tall, lithe, African-American, mid-twenties, a quiet confidence
about him.
The only thing that looks strange about him is
his ill-fitting navy suit.
CUT TO:
EXT. HUDSON STREET- NIGHT
We see the Avanti entering the Holland Tunnel.
INT.

AVANTI (MOVING)- CONTINUOUS

Monk is driving with Parker in the passenger seat alongside him.
JAZZ is playing quietly on the radio.
MONK

11

You like jazz?

wP*

A little.

PARKER
Kenny G is cool.
(CONTINUED)

CONTINUED
Monk takes a sideways glance at Parker.
MONK
I don't want to make you any more
insecure than you are already
wearing that suit, but if they're
having me train you, you might
want to consider other career
opportunities.
PARKER
Why's that?
MONK
Well, I would guess that in school
you were the straight A's, teachers
pet, never let anyone copy your
homework type of kid.
PARKER
Really, and who were you?

f^

MONK
I was the guy beating you up for
your lunch money.
PARKER
Maybe they think you've matured.
MONK
I hope not
-

PARKER
Or they could just be grooming me,
to replace
you.

Monk looks at Parker, sees that he's just giving him shit.
EXT.

NEW JERSEY HIGHWAY- CONTINUOUS

The Avanti exits the tunnel.
INT.

AVANTI (MOVING)- CONTINUOUS
MONK
So, Parker, where do you come from?
PARKER

*

1^
CONTINUED
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After Annapolis, I was assigned
to the Office of Naval Intelligence.
Headed up the missile technology
control protocols.
(CONTINUED)
MONK
(sarcastic)
Sounds exciting.
PARKER
I liked it.
MONK
Why'd you leave?
PARKER
I got downsized out. They offered
me this.
MONK
Just part of the peace dividend, huh?
PARKER
Something like that,
(beat)
What does P.O.I.S.E. stand for
anyway?

^

Monk looks at him.
MONK
Beats me.
Monk pulls the car up to a curb and stops. He gets out and
Parker follows.
EXT.

AIRFIELD- NIGHT

Monk and Parker are approaching a sleek Gulfstream IV corporate
jet.
- •
%
MONK
What's with that suit?
PARKER
It's a navy suit. I was told
to wear a navy suit.
MONK
I can see it's a navy suit. Where
did you get it? The Kremlin?

|

^

PARKER
Same place I've been getting my
suits for years. Brooks Brothers.
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Monk LAUGHS to himself.

Wr^-

(CONTINUED)

CONTINUED
MONK
Some friendly advice...let's
keep that our little secret.

Parker eyes his suit and then eyes Monk who has already started
up the steps to the jet.
CUT TO:
INT.

GULFSTREAM- NIGHT

The interior of the Gulfstream is done similarly to all
P.O.I.S.E. offices- cool Fifties furniture and muted tones.
Monk and Parker are sitting in loungers when HOLLIDAY appears
from the cockpit. She is wearing a navy blue Prada suit and
mico-mini, showing off her well-built frame and long legs nicely.
A thick pair of nerd glasses are perched on her nose.
HOLLIDAY
This Parker?
(off Parker's nod)
I'm Holliday.
(She shakes his hand)
Welcome to P.O.I.S.E.
PARKER
Thanks.
(a glance at Monk)
What•s.it stand for?
Monk and Holliday exchange a knowing glance.
HOLLIDAY
Beats me.
,

Monks smirks. Holliday takes a seat.
PARKER
Well...exactly what branch of the
government do we work for? It was
all a little vague.
MONK
Knowing whom you work for is
dispensed on a need to know basis.
PARKER
Well do you know?

-.
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MONK
Haven't felt the need.

1^*

(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED
HOLLIDAY
Heard you had to cancel a date
tonight, Monk. Anybody I know?
I doubt it.

MONK
She's a model.

HOLLIDAY
Another model? When are you going
to date a woman with some substance?
MONK
You mean, someone like you?
HOLLIDAY
You could do a lot worse.
MONK
And I have.

^

HOLLIDAY
What do you think, Parker?
Monk ask me out?

Should

MONK
Why are you asking him? He doesn't
even know whom he's working for.
PARKER
Could we get things back on a
pertinent course?
HOLLIDAY
Hologram.

,

A HOLOGRAM appears on the table Holliday begins her presentation.
Various images appear behind her to illustrate what she's talking
about.
HOLLIDAY
The new International Space Station
is the biggest engineering project
ever attempted in space. It will
consist of forty interlocking
modules that when joined together
will be the size of three football
fields.

1^

Monk glances at Parker, who looks like that kid in algebra class
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who actually liked algebra.

(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED
HOLLIDAY (cont'd)
It will require ninety four missions
to lift all of the space station
components into space. They will be
split equally by the Russians and
Americans. Unless, of course, there's
another fireworks display like that
Russian Proton rocket. If so, the
entire project could derail.
MONK
So who wouldn't want there to be
a new International Space Station?
PARKER
Klingons?
Holliday LAUGHS. Monk offers an indulgent and withering smile.
MONK
Coltrane thinks somebody doesn't
want the space station to proceed
on schedule and in such matters
I've learned to trust his intuition.

^

PARKER
You honestly think there's some
sinister person or group who
doesn't want this shining example
of multinational cooperation to
become a reality?
.- -

MONK
Maybe, but I think it more likely
that someone thinks they can make
a profit from it.
PARKER
Like who?
CUT TO:

INT.

HUMVEE (MOVING)- NIGHT

CLOSE ON the face of a four year-old boy CHRISTOPHER CREWS.

e

PULL BACK to find him sitting next to his father COMMANDER STEVE
CREWS, mid-forties, tall and trim, with close-cropped hair,
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dressed in an orange jumpsuit with black flight boots.
The humvee is driving towards
T^N

(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED
EXT.

CAPE CANAVERAL- NIGHT

On the launch pad in the distance, lit by floodlights, sits a
fully loaded SPACE SHUTTLE, the USS CONSTITUTION.
MOVING CLOSER, we see a large countdown clock is set around the
chain link fence surrounding the perimeter of the launch area.
It ticks down the time until Constitution's lift-off.
INSET:

03 DAYS, 14 HOURS, 34.67 SECONDS
CUT TO:

EXT. LAUNCH PAD- NIGHT
The area around the shuttle is a buzz of frantic activity in
preparation for the launching.
Trucks and vans, all bearing NASA markings, are pulling up to or
away from the pad.
{

Dressed in white coveralls and white hardhafts, NASA TECHNICIANS
swarm around the launching pad, going about their business.
MEDIUM on the white HUMVEE pulling up to the pad. Crews gets out
and is pulling his son out just as he is approached by a middle
aged, balding paunchy fellow.
MALTIN
Everything is on schedule, Mark.
You'll go up without a hitch.
CREWS
I wasn't worried, Steve. You run
a tight ship.
MALTIN
Have to. We have seventeen payloads
to deliver this year alone if we're
going to get the space station up and
running on time.
Maltin sees the boy is awed by the sight of the shuttle.

t

MALTIN
She's a beauty, isn't she Chris?

17
CHRISTOPHER
Yeah.
^ ^

(CONTINUED)

CONTINUED
MALTIN
And your dad is the best pilot
we have.
CHRISTOPHER
(grins)
I know.

Christopher gives his dad a THUMBS-UP. Crews gives him a WINK in
return. Christopher smiles BIG. It's clearly their little
thing.
Maltin points to the top of the launch pad.
MALTIN
Hey, Chris, you want to see it
from all the way on top?
The kid smiles and nods his head. Holding his father's hand, we'
see them walk to the base of the launch pad where there is an
elevator.
OFF MALTIN, giving Crews a stare gone cold.
An ARMED GUARD waves Crews through and he gets on the elevator.
MEDIUM on Christopher's happy, excited face as the elevator doors
close.
CUT TO:
EXT. TOP OF LAUNCH PAD- NIGHT
A NASA TECHNICIAN- engineering type, mid-thirties- is waiting for
the elevator.
,
The doors OPEN and Christopher is standing there ALONE, with a
tear streaming down his face, looking scared.
TECHNICIAN
Hey, Where's your dad?
END OF ACT ONE
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ACT TWO
EXT. ORLANDO INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT- DAY
Monk and Parker have just gotten off the Gulfstream and are
approaching a WHITE AVANTI sedan that is parked on the tarmac.
They both are wearing navy Prada suits with white shirts. The
only thing different are their ties and sunglasses.
As they get to the car, Holliday comes bounding out from the
Gulfstream and runs after them.
HOLLIDAY
Monk...Parker...
(as they turn)
We just got word. The shuttle
commander has disappeared.
CUT TO:
INT. CREWS LIVING ROOM- NIGHT
A nice house. Ikea all the way but very homey.
are sitting on the sofa waiting.

Parker and Monk

MRS. CREWS- mid-thirties, quite attractive, casual in a sweater,
capri pants- appears and sits down across from Parker and Monk.
MRS. CREWS
It's difficult getting the little
one to go to bed. His dad always
reads him a bedtime story.
MONK
I know this is hard on the whole ,
family.
She nervously pulls at a kleenex in her hand.
MONK
Do you mind if I ask you a few
questions about your husband?
Ask away.

MRS. CREWS
I just want to help.

MONK
Were there any problems?

19
MRS. CREWS
Problems?
MONK
Financial, work related...marital.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED
MRS. CREWS
We have a good marriage Mr. Monk.
He's a good man. A good father
and a good husband. That's it really.
Mark always joked that he's probably
the most boring man alive.
Monk and Parker chuckle along.
MONK
Does he have an office here? Any
papers I could look through?
Anything might help.
MRS. CREWS
End of the hall on the right.
Monk stands up.
MONK
(to Parker)
Mr. Parker has a few more questions.
Monk exits.

Parker smiles at Mrs. Crews.
CUT TO:

INT. CREWS' STUDY- CONTINUOUS
A typical study. Books line the wall. Desk with computer. Easy
chair in the corner. Monk is standing in the middle of the room
taking it in.
He then sits down at the desk and produces from his pocket a
small TRANSMITTER, which he attaches to the back of the computer.
Monk feels someone watching him and LOOKS UP to see a -three-year
old BOY standing in the doorway staring at him. Monk approaches
the boy, kneeling down so they are eye-to-eye.
MONK
Hey champ, what's your name?
CHRISTOPHER
Cwistofer.
MONK
Like Christopher Robin?
(The boy nods his head)
What's the matter? Can't sleep?
(The boys nods again)

You want me to read you a story?
(The boy nods again. Monk offers
his hand)
I'm Monk.
/0^-
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(CONTINUED)

CONTINUED
Christopher shakes his hand.
INT. CREWS LIVING ROOM-CONTINUOUS
PARKER
That's about all the questions
we have for now.
He stands up. Mrs. Crews does likewise.
MRS. CREWS
I hope I've been helpful.
PARKER
Very. And don't worry. I know
your husband will turn up soon.
MRS. CREWS
That's what I•m praying for.
(beat)
I wonder where your partner
has gotten to.

CUT TO:

/#^N

INT. CREWS STUDY- CONTINUOUS
Monk is sitting in the easy chair with Christopher on his lap,
reading a book. The kid's eyes are fluttering asleep.
MONK
Good night stars, good night air,
good night noises everywhere.
Monk looks down and see Christopher is asleep, th.en looks up and
sees Mrs. Crews and Parker in the doorway looking at him.
CUT TO:
INT.

AVANTI (MOVING)- DAY

Monk is driving with Parker next to him.
PARKER
Did the boy see anything?

/***-.

MONK
The elevator stopped, two big men
in white got on.

21
White?

PARKER
NASA techies?

Monk shrugs
CONTINUED

(CONTINUED)
MONK
They pulled his father off and
then he was alone.
PARKER
Description?
MONK
Just big. I didn't want to push
him. He was too scared.
PARKER
You're pretty good with kids.
MONK
My folks died when I was eight.
I used to read to my little
brother every night.

Parker looks like he wants to ask something but thinks better of
it.
Monk takes his sunglasses out of his breast pocket and puts them
on. He pulls the car to a stop. A NASA UNIFORMED GUARD appears.
MONK
We're here to see Steven Maltin.
CUT TO:
INT.

MALTIN'S OFFICE- DAY

Monk and Parker sit across from Maltin, who is behind his desk.
MONK
Thanks for meeting with us on
such short notice. I'm sure
things are a little frantic.
MALTIN
You're a master of understatement.
What can I help you with?
MONK
Do the Russians know what happened
to their rocket?
MALTIN
If they do, they're not telling us.

22
MONK
What's your status as of now?
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED
MALTIN
Our status? Screwed.
launch without Crews.

We can't

MONK
You must have other pilots.
MALTIN
We're trying to keep Crews'
disappearance under wraps. If
the Russians get wind of another
problem, they'd more than likely
drop out of the space station
project entirely.
MONK
What would happen then?
A beat; maltin really doesn't want to face that possibility
but...
MALTIN
We'd seek alternative solutions.
MONK
Like?
MALTIN
The Chinese Long March rockets
are capable of placing heavy
components in earth orbit. Then
there's the French.
-

MONK
The French?!
MALTIN
They've been sending up Ariane
rockets from their launch facility
in French Guiana for years.
PARKER
But the Ariane can only carry
small satellites.
MALTIN
For now, but somebody will get the
business of launching the space
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station components into orbit.
There's just too much riding on it.
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MONK
How much business we talking about?
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED
MALTIN
Five to ten billion dollars.
CUT TO:
EXT.

OUTSIDE NASA HEADQUARTERS- DAY

Monk and Parker are just getting to the parked Avanti. They face
each other over the roof of the car.
PARKER
What do you think?
Monk looks at Parker.
MONK
This stinks of the French.
CUT TO:
INT.

JOE'S STONE CRAB DINING ROOM- DAY

Monk and Parker are sitting in a huge booth on the back wall.
WAITER is taking away a huge platter of cracked stone claws.

A

MONK
What did I tell you? Nothing in
the world like stone crabs.
PARKER
Monk, shouldn't we be doing something?
MONK
Okay. Say hi to Gillespie.
We/Parker see that GILLESPIE has appeared. He is in his midtwenties, -medium height, faintly Latino, dressed ,in a-white Prada
suit, white shirt with wide lapels and no tie. He sits down at
the table.
GILLESPIE
(faint Hispanic accent)
You must be Parker.
MONK
Gillespie's our man in Miami.
PARKER
Rough.
/**"•
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GILLESPIE
I manage as best I can.
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Gillespie reaches in his breast pocket and pulls out what looks
like a silver cigarette case. He opens it to reveal a small HDTV
monitor with Brubeck on it. Gillespie sets it in the middle of
the table.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED
MONK
Did you get my report?
BRUBECK
Monk, not the French

again.

MONK
Look, I know in the past I've been
a little off about the French, but
everything points to them. They
could make billions for their
Ariane program.
As other P.O.I.S.E. members talk, they appear on the screen.
. FITZGERALD
Except for the fact that their new
heavy-lift Ariane is three years
from prototype.
MONK
As is their first deodorant.
Brubeck, I know the French are
involved. I can feel it.
BRUBECK
For the last time, the French are
not the root of all that is evil
in the world,
(to Parker)
Monk doesn't like the French.
PARKER
Who does?
BRUBECK
In any case, information has come to
light that points in another direction.
Mingus?
MINGUS
Our man in Moscow says that the
Russians have figured out what
happened to their rocket. After
going through telemetry data,
they discovered that an automatic
self-destruct order was transmitted
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through a microwave pulse.
PARKER
What was the source?
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED
Unconfirmed.

MINGUS
Possibly China.

FITZGERALD
The Chinese rocket program is
headed by General Hua Guofeng. He's
set it up as a private fiefdom
within the People's Liberation Army.
BRUBECK
The General has set up his daughter
Mi Hua as the head of a top fashion
house in Paris. It goes by the name
Mi Mi. They use it as a cover to
steal Western missile technology.
PARKER
We kept an eye on the Chinese
rocket program while I was in
the Pentagon. General Hua used
a front company to buy a
decommissioned Minuteman base
in North Dakota. We should take
a look.
MONK
On the way back from Paris. We
should check out General Hua first.
Before Brubeck can reply, Parker jumps in.
PARKER
I disagree. That base in North Dakota has a low frequency array for flash
microwave transmissions. They could
have brought down the Proton from
there. We should check that out first.
BRUBECK
Parker may be right.
MONK
Which means he may be wrong.

c

CUT TO:
EXT. OVER NORTH DAKOTA- NIGHT
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The Gulfstream is flying through a raging blizzard.
CUT TO:
INT. GULFSTREAM- NIGHT
Monk and Parker are dressed in black parachutist's jumpsuits with
black helmets, complete with headsets.
Monk is looking glumly out the window.
kid going to the circus.

Parker is acting like a

MONK
Night jumping in a blizzard. Fantastic.
PARKER
Cheer up, Monk. There won't be
any patrols out in this muck.
MONK
Parker, why are you so happy
about this?
PARKER
I haven't done a low altitude in
years. Not since my SEAL training.
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MONK
SEAL training? You said you were
in the Office of Naval Intelligence.
PARKER
After the SEALS.
Parker moves to the cabin door and opens it. WIND and SNOW rush
into the cabin. Parker smiles at Monk.
MONK
(loud, over the wind)
%
I must have forgotten to mention it.
With that, he JUMPS out of the plane.
moves to the door and JUMPS out.

Monk shakes his head,
CUT TO:

EXT.

c

MINUTEMAN BASE, NORTH DAKOTA- NIGHT

Monk and Parker approach the main road leading to the base, which
is surrounded by cyclone fencing topped by razor wire. Parker
surveys the scene through a pair of night vision binoculars.
He's hyped but Monk seems curiously subdued.
PARKER
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The place looks deserted.
MONK
Maybe because it is.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED
PARKER
They're probably using passive
countermeasures to suck us in.
I've seen this scenario before.
MONK
So, Rambo, what should we do?
PARKER
I'm familiar with the lay-out of
a Minuteman facility. I'll loop
around the outside of their
perimeter, locate a weak point
and initiate a penetration.
Uh-huh.

MONK
What do you want me to do?

PARKER
In fifteen minutes, stage a
diversion at the main entrance.
I'll move in then. We'll converge
on the command and control shed.
It's the only structure big enough
to house their operation.
MONK
I think I can handle that.
Parker CLAPS him on the back and heads off into the darkness.
CUT TO:
INT.

MISSILE SILO- NIGHT

We watch as Parker repels down the inside of a deserted missile
silo. He hits the ground and produces a GLOCK 9MM PISTOL.
He exits out an access door.
CUT TO:
INT.

HALLWAY- NIGHT

Parker, with gun in hand, makes his way up the hallway. He moves
like a commando, eyes open for intruders.
CUT TO:
INT. STAIRWELL- NIGHT
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Parker is moving up the stairwell, commando-style.
CUT TO:
INT. HALLWAY- NIGHT
Parker comes to a door marked "Command and Control". A shaft of
light is coming from beneath.
Parker BURSTS through, gun drawn. Monk is sitting in a corner
with an OLD MAN. They're playing checkers.
PARKER
Monk?
MONK
Hey, Parker. How are you doing?
Say hi to Ira.
PARKER
Ira?
MONK
He's the night watchman. Ira,
this is Parker.
IRA
Hey, Parker. Want some soup?
PARKER
Soup?
MONK
Navy bean.
Parker comes over and sits on a folding chair next to Monk and
Ira. Parker looks confused.
PARKER
Monk, what's going on?
MONK
He's about to king me.
PARKER
That's not what I meant. Where are
the Chinese?

c

MONK
Ira, you ever seen any Chinese
people around here?
IRA
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I ain * t ever s*een anyone around
here.
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MONK
Well, we are in the middle of nowhere.
Any more bright ideas, Parker?
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED
No.

PARKER
Just a question.
MONK

Shoot.
PARKER
What do we do now?
Monk starts WHISTLING the French national anthem.
CUT TO:
EXT.

PARIS STREETS- DAY

We see a black Bentley limo moving through the traffic of Paris.
INT.

BENTLEY (MOVING)- DAY

Holliday is sitting between Parker and Monk in the back seat of
the Bentley. Baker is driving.
Monk is in a navy four button suit, Holliday is in a crimson
business suit and skirt combo and parker is dressed in baggy
jeans, a skin tight black top and a Tommy Hilfiger jacket.
They are watching a small HDTV screen set in the back of the
limo.
BBC NEWSCASTER
Tensions are high on the Chinese
Russian border. The U.N. is on alert.
PARKER
I guess the Russians aren't thrilled
about their rocket being destroyed.
HOLLIDAY
CNN.
The screen switches to a CNN newscast.
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CNN NEWSCASTER
The Russians believe the explosion
of the Proton may have been an
act of deliberate sabotage. Some
hard-liners in the Kremlin are
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arguing that either China or the
United States are responsible.
£$$>**•

PARKER
This is really escalating.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED
MONK
Let's get the real scoop. MTV.
The screen switches to an MTV newscast with KURT LODER.
LODER
In concert news, the band Primus
is getting ready to kick off
their new North American concert
series, promising fans, and I
quote, "the most noise this side
of World War Three." Two days
and counting till that kicks off.
The screen goes BLACK.
MONK
Why does Loder always have to
smirk when he's giving us bad
news?
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HOLLIDAY
Plus he always has to wear that
black tie.
PARKER
Wait, Kurt Loder is in P.O.I.S.E.?
Monk and Holliday look at each other, then they look at Parker
and shrug their shoulders.
- -

PARKER
You two going to let me in on
the plan?
HOLLIDAY
There's a runway show at Mi Mi.
You're a male model. It's a
perfect cover.
MONK
And what am I?
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HOLLIDAY
A buyer for Barney's.
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MONK
And who are you?

ip*^
HOLLIDAY
Your plucky assistant.
(CONTINUED)
CONTINUED
MONK
Wait. Why is he the male model
and I'm the buyer?
HOLLIDAY
Sculpted muscles are out this year.
The androgynous look is in.
PARKER
Androgynous ?
Monk starts LAUGHING.
CUT TO:
INT.
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BACKSTAGE, FASHION SHOW- DAY

The pandemonium of a fashion show before it begins. MODELS,
STYLISTS, and HAIR & MAKE-UP PEOPLE are rushing to and fro.
Parker is being fitted in a clear plastic cape and matching clear
plastic pants with just a g-string underneath, all under the
watchful eye of a STYLIST.
STYLIST
Girlfriend, that is so you.
OFF PARKER, who doesn't look thrilled.
CUT TO:
INT.

FASHION TENT- DAY

The BUZZ of a runway show a few minutes before it starts. There
are two free seats in the front row. Monk and Holliday take
them.
GWYNETH PALTROW in sitting next to Monk, chatting with a
GIRLFRIEND. Two seats up is ANNA WINTOUR.
Monk is taking in the scene when a STRIKINGLY GORGEOUS CHINESE
WOMAN in a black leather mini-dress walks up and offers her hand.
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MI HUA
Hello, I am Mi Hua. You must be
the new buyer for Barney's.

Monk shakes her hand and smiles.
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MONK
Monk.
That's all?

MI HUA
Just Monk?
(CONTINUED)

CONTINUED
MONK
Just Monk.
Mi Hua smiles at Holliday but pays her no mind.
MI HUA
Were you ever a model?
MONK
Yeah, back when muscles were in.
But my bookings dried up with
the whole androgyny thing.
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MI HUA
For me, muscles never went out.
(she smiles)
I'm having a party at my home
tonight. Could you attend?
MONK
I'd like nothing better.
CUT TO:

INT.

BACKSTAGE- DAY

Mi Hua approaches a wall, which opens to reveal a staircase.
walks down and the wall closes behind her.
CUT TO:

She

INT. CONTROL ROOM- DAY
Mi Hua enters a high tech control room with walls of monitors and
control panels manned by white-jacketed CHINESE TECHNICIANS.
Half the monitors are showing the fashion show above them, the
other half show the shuttle on the pad at Cape Canaveral.
Mi Hua walks up to BEEFY CHINESE GUY in a black suit who is
standing serenely off to the side.
MI HUA
Tonight, when Monk arrives, we'll
find out what he knows.
BEEFY
Then what?

